The industry has many Marathoners – mature Agile firms with Agile high adoption. IT investments in Agile scaling frameworks and DevSecOps will also help in the future!

However

When it comes to BFSI, firms showed average Agile capability and business performance with legacy thinking as a top concern. IT performance is also lacking.

How does BFSI compare to other industries?

Industry comparisons

Based on the survey

- We found four Agile Archetypes
- With Sprinters ahead of all, in our Agile Index

To do better and sprint ahead of the competition, firms in BFSI should:

1. Put a stronger focus on customer journeys
2. Take a product-centric approach to value delivery
3. Make investments in upskilling and in virtual workspaces

How to take the Agile Radar Experience?

- Visit www.infosys.com/agileradar
- Connect with us at agile_devops@infosys.com

Learn more!